
High-Performance Computational Chemistry:Hartree-Fock Electronic Structure Calculations onMassively Parallel ProcessorsJe�rey L. Tilson, Mike Minko�, Albert F. Wagner,Ron Shepard, and Paul SuttonArgonne National LaboratoryArgonne, IL 60439Robert J. Harrison, Ricky A. Kendall and Adrian T. WongEnvironmental and Molecular Sciences LaboratoryPaci�c Northwest National LaboratoryRichland,WA 99352October 7, 1998AbstractThe parallel performance of the NWChem version 1.2� parallel direct-SCF codehas been characterized on �ve massively parallel supercomputers (IBM SP, KendallSquare KSR-2, Cray T3D and T3E, and Intel Touchstone Delta) using single-pointenergy calculations on seven molecules of varying size (up to 389 atoms) and com-position (�rst-row atoms, halogens, and transition metals). We compare the perfor-mance using both replicated-data and distributed-data algorithms and the originalMcMurchie-Davidson and recently incorporated TEXAS integrals packages.1 IntroductionIn recent years, there has been considerable e�ort in adapting computational chemistryapplications to parallel computer architectures, including many parallel implementationsof the direct self-consistent-�eld [1] (direct-SCF) electronic structure method as describedin a recent review [2]. Initial work in this area greatly reduced the direct-SCF time tosolution by utilizing e�cient parallelism in the integral generation step; one commonlimitation, however, was the use of replicated-data structures. On modestly parallel com-puters, this limitation is of little practical consequence. On distributed-memorymassivelyparallel processors (MPPs) with hundreds of nodes, however, the replicated-data model1



restricts the problem size to �t within the available memory of a single processor. Thisrestriction is very severe given that the memory of a single node may be several orders ofmagnitude smaller than the aggregate memory.More recent e�orts at constructing parallel direct-SCF codes, distribute all sizabledata structures. Colvin et al. [3] were the �rst to demonstrate such a code. Based on asystolic loop, their algorithm is memory e�cient but requires computing integrals up tothree separate times each iteration and can su�er from load imbalance. Furlani and King[4] used dynamic blocking and distributed-data techniques to create a parallel direct-SCF code that e�ciently computes the integrals. They used dynamic load balancing andobtained performance results on up to 16 processors of the Intel IPSC/2.We have published several algorithms for fully distributed direct-SCF calculations[5]. The simplest, an atom-blocked algorithm, was implemented [6] in an early versionof NWChem (version 1.0�) using a simple dynamic task-scheduling technique and adistributed-data toolkit calledGlobal Arrays (GA) [7, 8]. Generation of integral blocks andall signi�cant linear algebra operations are performed in parallel. Data communicationswithin the GA library use the most e�cient mechanism available for each target machine.A newer algorithm that dynamically blocks over multiple atoms was implemented in thenext version of NWChem (version 1.2�). The more general blocking reduces the totalcommunication and is more tolerant of high communication latency. NWChem version1.2� also includes other code optimizations that improve performance for small moleculesand speed convergence.In this work, we characterize the performance of our original direct-SCF implementa-tion on several MPPs using di�erent data-distribution models and integral-package com-binations, with single point energy calculations on several benchmark molecules. Thesemolecules were selected to sample di�erent areas of chemical interests. The characteriza-tion will be based on the time to solution and parallel speedup.The objectives of this benchmark e�ort include� understanding the scalability of distributed and replicated direct-SCF algorithms interms of the hardware characteristics of di�erent computer platforms and architec-tures,� investigating the impact of integral evaluation speed on parallel scalability and ef-fective use of parallel computers,� demonstrating the bene�ts of distributed-data versus replicated-date algorithms,and� assessing the performance of di�ering data-distribution schemes and computer ar-chitectures for several kinds of molecules.The rest of this article is divided as follows. Section 2 describes the algorithm; Section 3compares the speci�c MPP machines; Section 4 describes the benchmark molecules andshows the results of the calculations; and Section 5 summarizes results.2



2 NWChem SCF AlgorithmThe distributed-data Fock matrix construction algorithm within NWChem (version 1.2�)is essentially as described in [6] with several additional algorithmic improvements andan improved version of the quadratically convergent algorithm described in reference [9].A replicated-data model is also provided within the NWChem package and is useful forsmall to medium-sized calculations.Improvements in NWChem (version 1.2�) permitted far better performance on a widervariety of molecules as compared with NWChem (version 1.0�). These improvementsinclude� dynamic blocking in the distributed-data Fock matrix build similar to that of Furlaniand King [4],� reduced linear algebra overhead, which improves scalability for small systems, and� more robust convergence resulting from tightening of tolerances, an improved ap-proximation to the matrix exponential, and miscellaneous code optimizations.We have also included a signi�cantly faster integral generation scheme.Briey, the distributed-data algorithm is modeled after that of a blocked matrix-multiply algorithm for a high-performance workstation with a small, fast memory cache.The cost of accessing an element of the distributed density or Fock matrices must be o�setby using this element multiple times. To achieve this reuse of data, we stripmine over thefourfold loop of basis function indices. Since the computation is a quartic function of theblock size while the communication is only a quadratic function, the block size may beadjusted to ensure that the computation time dominates the communication time.We previously stripmined by grouping basis functions according to their (usuallyatomic) centers. This approach had the advantage that the resulting geometrical sparsitycan be exploited in the outer stripmining loops. However, the granularity was �xed andwas inadequate for calculations on large molecules in small basis sets or for machineswith very high latencies. The revised algorithm groups atoms into blocks, looping overquartets of blocks of atoms, and then evaluating all integrals within a quartet of blocksof atoms. The blocksize is maximized subject to the constraint that there are su�cienttasks to ensure good load balance. This form of blocking permits sparsity to still be ex-ploited in the outer loops. The signi�cant increase in overall performance results from asubstantially decreased sensitivity to message-passing latency and the ability to vectorizeintegral computation over many identical shell quartets.All calculations bene�t from the potential vectorization of integral evaluation, butmost calculations bene�t by less than 10% from the reduction in communication. However,the time to solution (see below) for our ZSM-5 zeolite fragment test case (389 atoms, 2053function, STO-3G basis, no symmetry) was reduced by nearly a factor of seven [10]. Thisexceptional reduction resulted because the minimal basis set and high latency of theIBM SPn were inconsistent with obtaining optimal performance with the old algorithm.With the new code, the Fock-build is completely dominated by integral computation andFock-matrix construction. 3



3 Hardware and Software Comparisons3.1 Hardware ComparisonsFive di�erent computers were used in this study: the IBM SP1 in the Mathematics andComputer Science Division at Argonne National Laboratory, the Kendall Square KSR-2in the Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory at Paci�c Northwest NationalLaboratory, the Intel Touchstone Delta at the California Institute of Technology, and theCRAY T3D and T3E housed at the National Energy Research Supercomputer Center atLawrence Livermore National Laboratory. These �ve computers are distributed-memoryMPPs.All of the machines support the message-passing programming paradigm, and on theIBM SP and Intel Delta, it is the only mechanism for communicating data between nodes;the lowest level of the GA library uses interrupt-driven message passing on these machines.The KSR-2, T3D, and T3E also have nonuniform memory-access (NUMA) characteris-tics in that they both provide mechanisms to directly address both local and nonlocalmemory. The KSR-2 provides a uniform address space and dynamically migrates data.The T3D and T3E provides a nonuniform address space and static assignment of datato processors. On these machines GA is implemented using the fastest available shared-memory primitives. The latency and bandwidths reported are those measured for the GAget operation, and may di�er signifcantly from other operations (e.g., the common \ping"message-passing benchmark).Five characteristics of these speci�c computers are relevant to this study.1. the number of nodes,2. the computational power per node in billions (109) of oating point operations persecond (GFLOPS=s) estimated from the LINPACK report [12],3. the aggregate memory of the computer in gigabytes (GB),4. the latency (measured in �sec) of remote memory reference, and5. the bandwidth (measured in megabytes per second, MB/s) for remote memory ref-erence.Degradation from peak performance in serial computers is generally a complicated re-lationship between the number and type of arithmetic operations per clock cycle andthe numbers and types of memory references (i.e., local cache, local RAM, disk access,etc.) [13]. The parallel environment can be understood in much the same way by modelingthe additional accesses to nonlocal memory and the amount of load imbalance during thecalculation.In Table 1 we compare the �ve characteristics for the computers used in this study.3.2 Software DescriptionFor single-point, direct-SCF energy calculation, the program must4



Table 1: Capabilities of the computers used in this study. Bandwidth and latency valuesare for GA remote get operations. CRAY T3D and T3E address memory in words.GFLOPS values estimated from the LINPACK report and refer to 64-bit arithmetic.Peak Aggregate GA GANumber GFLOPS/node Memory Latency BandwidthComputer of Nodes (Gb) (�sec) (Mb/s)IBM SP1 128 0:125 16 517 14KSR-2 80 0:06 2:6 37 28CRAY T3D 256 0:148 16 21 34CRAY T3E 128 0:6 32 6 230Intel DELTA 512 0:039 8 350 81. construct an initial guess for the molecular orbitals (MOs),2. form the density matrix from the current MOs,3. compute integrals and contract them with the density matrix to form the Fockmatrix, and4. determine an update to the wavefunction and check for convergence.To update the molecular orbital coe�cients, NWChem avoids the use of diagonalization,which historically has been ine�cient on massively parallel computers [14], by using in-stead a preconditioned conjugate-gradient (PCG) algorithm [9] that is a re�nement of anapproach suggested in this context by one of us [15] and related to the SCF algorithmof Bacskay [16]. In the early iterations, preconditioning is performed with a one-electronapproximation to the orbital Hessian (which is related to an approximate diagonaliztionscheme), but once the maximum element of the orbital gradient (or o�-diagonal Fock-matrix element) falls below some threshold, preconditioning is performed with the exactorbital Hessian. These equations are solved iteratively to the minimum precision requiredto maintain quadratic convergence; this approach permits very aggressive screening tobe used with no loss of accuracy. The line searches inherent in the conjugate-gradientalgorithm are performed to a minimally su�cient accuracy, and additional search stepsare typically made in the opening iteration only when very large rotations are beingapplied. The approximate line search provides stability and indeed a guarantee of (even-tual) convergence. Once the quadratically convergent region is entered, no line searchesare necessary, though checks are still made to ensure downhill progress.Explicit diagonalization is still used to canonicalize the orbitals (at the beginning andend of the SCF procedure) and may also be used to render the Hessian more diagonallydominant, reducing the number of micro-iterations. The total number of explicit diag-onalizations is typically three. The diagonalization software used in NWChem, calledPeIGS [17], executes in parallel and was developed, in part, for this project. The perfor-mance of parallel diagonalization has improved greatly in the timeframe of our researchproject, and elimination of the diagonalization step is no longer a su�cient justi�cation5



for the additional complexity of the PCG algorithm. However, the more signi�cant bene�tof this approach is to expose the structure of the algorithm and enable 50% or more ofthe Fock-matrix constructions to be made to low precision. Thus, it is not su�cient tomeasure the expense of the second-order scheme simply by the number of Fock-matrixconstructions, since they may vary by up to twofold in cost.The calculation of integrals within NWChem may be performed in either a segmentedor generalized contracted basis using a McMurchie-Davidson (McMD) algorithm [11], un-less only s, p, or L shells are involved, in which case the rotated-axes algorithm of Popleet al. [18] is used. Recently the TEXAS integral package [19] has been incorporated intoNWChem, resulting in a marked decrease in the overall time to solution, and permittinganalysis of the parallel performance under conditions of much greater relative communi-cations cost.Several starting guess options are available for NWChem. In all the reported calcula-tions, a superposition of atomic SCF densities is used to construct a Fock matrix that isexplicitly diagonalized to form the initial MOs.4 BenchmarksIn this section, we present the results of single-point direct-SCF energy calculations forseven molecules using the codes and computers described above. The characteristics ofthese molecules are discussed �rst, followed by the parallel performance as measured byscalability Ideal scalability has T (P ) inversely proportional to P, while deviations indicatethat communications are having an impact on the algorithm.4.1 MoleculesOur benchmark molecules were chosen from the chemistry of polymers, combustion, andcatalysts. Each molecule may be characterized by the number of atoms and the numberof basis functions. The number of basis functions squared gives the total data storagerequirements for each persistent matrix (distributed-data model) or the per-node memoryrequirements using the replicated-data model. Depending on the type of wavefunctionoptimization and code, enough memory must be available to store upwards of O(10) suchmatrices. Table 2 lists the molecules and their characteristics. The labels listed in thetable will be used to refer to speci�c molecules throughout the rest of this paper. Figures1 and 2 provide images of all the molecules except C60, whose geometry is well known,and C20H42, which has a geometry that is an obvious extension of C10H22 in Figure 1.In Figure 2, only the largest molecule, labeled zeolite, is shown. In this molecule, apyradine impurity, is located in the upper left-hand zeolite channel and is responsible forthis channel's being the most constricted in the �gure. The atoms in this channel areshown in lighter shading. The Co-cat test case used a 4-31G basis except for Co, whichhad a minimal basis. Ti-cat used a 6-31G basis for all atoms except Ti, which was ofDZP quality. The selected zeolite basis was STO-3G, while the biphenyl and n-alkanesbasis sets were of DZP quality. C60 was a DZP basis with an added di�use s-function.Geometries were obtained from varying sources. The n-alkanes were optimized at the6



SCF/STO-3G level subject to being in the normal conformation. The zeolite geometryrepresents the normal zeolite unit cell; Co-cat and Ti-cat were optimized at a minimalbasis level. The biphenyl geometry was optimized using the DZP basis. The C60 geometryis from a DFT(VWN) geometry optimization procedure.Table 2: Characteristics of benchmark molecules as described in the text. The data sizeis the memory required to hold a single square matrix of dimension the number of basisfunctions. All calculations were performed under a C1 point group except Co-cat(Cs) andC60(Ih) Number Number of DataLabel Formula of Atoms Basis fns Size (MB)Co-cat (Cp)Co(NO)(CH3) 17 114 0:10Ti-cat (Cp)2(CH2)T i(Cl2) 24 174 0:24C10H22 C10H22 32 260 0:54Biphenyl (C6H4CF3)2 28 324 0:84C20H42 C20H42 62 510 2:08C60 C60 60 1020 8:32Zeolite C5H5NSi108O194H76 389 2053 33:72The wavefunctions were converged to at least 10�6 in the energy, except for zeolite(10�5). The minimum integral screening tolerance for all calculations was set to 10�10.All calculations were performed without symmetry except for Co-cat(Cs) and C60(Ih).The results are reported in Table 3 and in Figures 3, 4, and 5.4.2 Time to SolutionThe absolute times to solution reported in this section must be quali�ed in three ways.First, in an MPP environment, many factors inuence the time to solution, for example,the blocking parameters, the angular momentum distribution in the basis set (whichinuences integral generation time), and the integral screening parameters. The limitednumber of test problems precludes our ability to distinguish these inuences for eachmolecule. Instead, the seven benchmark molecules are diverse enough so that the overallbehavior of the times to solution are representative of performance for general-purposecalculations. Second, results for both versions 1.0� and 1.2� of NWChem will be shownhere in order to illustrate behavior on the widest range of MPPs (several MPPs wereno longer in operation when version 1.2� was completed). The emphasis is not on thevery fastest time to solution tuned for a particular molecule but on how the methodperforms for a wide range of architectures. Third, new versions of NWChem incorporatemodi�cations that can dramatically reduce the time to solution from that shown here by,among other things, storing subsets of the integrals (e.g., semi-direct methods). Thus,the results are representative of a particular method of obtaining SCF energies, not theonly | nor necessarily the fastest | method.7



The time in hours for almost all the benchmark molecules using NWChem (version1.2�) on the SP, T3E, and KSR-2 are listed in Table 3.Table 3: Time to solution in hours for NWChem (version 1.2�) using 32 nodes on the IBMSP1, CRAY T3E, KSR (KSR times are estimated from 36-node results as T (36) � 36=32).For C60 on IBM SP1, results are estimates from one half the value for 64 nodes.Molecule Machine NWChem v1.2� NWChem v1.2�McMD-integrals TEXAS-integrals(Cp)Co(NO)(CH3) SP1 0.24 0.24KSR 1.15T3E 0.07C90(Cp)2(CH2)T i(Cl2) SP1 0.68 0.68KSR 1.31T3E 0.26C90C10H22 SP1 0.77 0.30KSR 1.48T3E 0.29C90(C6H4CF3)2 SP1 2.06 1.18T3E 0.86C90C20H42 SP1 4.44 1.86T3E 1.77C90C60 SP1 0.68T3EC5H5NSi108O194H76 SP1 36.72T3EConsider �rst the growth of the time to solution (T) with the number of basis functionsN . The entries in the table are ordered with increasing N , which changes from top tobottom by about a factor of 20. The high symmetry of C60 makes its T anomolously low.The relatively high T for the transition metal-containing species illustrates the di�culty ofconvergence and the importance of high angular momentum basis functions in transitionmetals (the top two entries in the table). By contrast, the third entry in the table, C10H22,is relatively low even though N has noticeably increased. Nonetheless, overall, a �t of Tto an Na form reasonably well represents the results in the table, with a ranging from 1.3to 2.0 depending on the integrals package and the machine. This is much less than theformal N4 dependence because of screening.8



Table 3 also shows that the TEXAS integrals package makes a signi�cant di�erencefor the larger cases but essentially no di�erence for the two smallest cases. This is anexpected result, as the larger cases included relatively high levels of angular momentum.All the results in the table are for the distributed-data structures. We have alsoconducted similar experiments using the replicated-date structure models. These runswere made for the �rst �ve entries in Table 3 on the IBM SP1 with the TEXAS integralspackage. In general, the resulting times to solution are smaller but with only a less than20% scatter about the average of the distributed and replicated values of T. In one sense,the development of a distributed-data algorithm is of no consequence in doing the �rst �veentries of the table. However, replicated-data model is inherently not scalable. The lastentry in the table has data structures too large to be replicated on the SP1 used in thiswork. In this sense, the distributed data algorithm incurs no penalty in handling smallproblems, while at the same time becomes the only method for handling large problems.In Figure 3, the dependence of T on P is displayed for six of the seven benchmarkmolecules on the SP1. Both results for the TEXAS and McMD methods are presented.The following four features are apparent. First, T is nearly inversely proportional to P,hence resulting in straight lines of slope near -1.0 in the �gure. This is equivalent tonearly ideal values of S(P) over the range of P displayed and is largely independent of theintegral method.Second, for either integral method, the smallest molecule, Co-cat, is too small to bee�ciently computed on moderately large P due to an insu�cient amount of work fore�cient processing on large numbers of nodes. In e�ect the calculation is limited bycommunications and load imbalances. The decay of S(P) from ideal for Co-cat can beameliorated by carrying out the calculations on computers with faster communicationsrelative to computational power. This will be discussed shortly. The decay cannot beimproved by a replicated data mode for NWChem. Although not shown in the �gure, Tin this mode is quite similar to the results in the �gure for all molecules. This similarityindicates that while the pattern of communications is very di�erent for the two modes,its e�ect on performance for smaller problems at larger values of P is about the same.Third, the major e�ect of the TEXAS integrals package is a reduction of T thatis largely independent of P. The reduction is largest for basis sets with lower angularmomentum components. The fourth and last feature in the �gure is the surprisingly largeattening out of T(P) for large P in the case of biphenyl for both integrals packages.This trend is not observed for either C10H22 or C20H42, which bracket in basis set sizethe biphenyl case. Note that biphenyl, being more compact that C10H22 and C20H42,which are linear chains, is less a�ected by screening. This fact implies that adjustmentof the blocking parameters as a function of P may inuence performance. Computationalexperiments with biphenyl demonstrated some sensitivity to screening, but no thoroughstudy was carried out in this direction.In Figure 4, T is plotted with respect to P for two di�erent MPPs. In both cases, theMcMD integrals package is used. As the �gure clearly shows, there is a generally uniformfactor of about 2.5 reduction in T(P) from the SP1 to the T3E. This is due to the factorof almost 4 increase in peak FLOPS/node in going from the SP1 to the T3E (see Table 1).A secondary trend is that T(P) does not atten out so readily at large P on the T3E. Thisis especially apparent on the smallest molecule, Co-cat. However, the onset, if the not the9



degree, of nonideal scaling for Co-cat occurs for both MPPs at about the same numberof processors, suggesting that load imbalance is also a signi�cant e�ect. All calculationswould eventually show the same behavior on large enough numbers of processors, butsince the number of tasks is proportional to at least the square of the number of basisfunctions, relatively modest increases in the number of atoms in all the other benchmarkmolecules over that of Co-cat are large enough to more e�ciently exploit the parallelismof the largest available MPPs. NWChem on the T3E, with the highest bandwidth, is leasta�ected by the overall communications and, hence, performs better in the intermediateprocessor count region where deviation from ideal becomes signi�cant.In Figure 5, T(P) is displayed for only two molecules, Co-cat and biphenyl. Thesecalculations are for NWChem (version 1.0�), an earlier version �rst discussed in [6] thatwas the only version available to run on the Intel DELTA and the CRAY T3D. Results forthese two machines are shown in the �gure along with results for the SP1. All calculationsin the �gure were done with the McMD integrals package available in version 1.0�. Inconjuction with Figure 4, this �gure indicates that only the SP1 is severely limited bycommunications for the Co-cat problem. The T3E, T3D, and DELTA certainly di�er inthe magnitude of T(P) as a result of changes in the GFLOPS rating but tend to show idealspeedup to larger values of P because of superior communications relative to computationspeed. However, as discussed with regard to the previous �gure, all MPPs tend to showdeviation from the ideal at approximately the same number of processors. The Fockmatrix build of NWChem (version 1.0�) is executed in O(N2atom) tasks in a �xed blockingover atoms. Therefore, load imbalance will become apparent at a comparable number ofprocessors on all MPPs. Direct plots of S(P) for the Fock matrix build alone on all therest of the benchmark molecules not shown in the �gure con�rm this universal behavior.In version 1.2, there is dynamic blocking, and the universal behavior is not as obvious,but still quite apparent for Co-cat, as seen in the previous �gure.Figures 4 and 5 allow a comparsion in performance of the version 1.0� and 1.2� onthe SP1. The newer version is faster on each problem by a factor of about 1.7 andexhibits nearly ideal speedup to higher values of P. This speedup is a reection of tightertolerances, dynamic blocking in data distribution, and reduced linear algebra overhead inthe newer version.The results in all the �gures are largely dominated by the Fock matrix build. How-ever, NWChem can be run on the T3D for the medium-sized molecules in the �guresin a replicated data mode with all integrals computed once and cached in-core. Thisis representative of the limiting case of very fast integral evaluation and therefore teststhe scalability of the entire code, rather than just the Fock matrix build. The nearlyideal speed-up found in the �gures for medium size molecules is retained, indicating thatNWChem is pervasively scalable.As discussed earlier, the absolute timings reported here for NWChem for these earlierversions are subject to many factors, not the least of which is that NWChem, and itstuning, has evolved. However, the times presented here are reasonably fast, and the focusis on the performance of the algorithm on distributed-memory architectures. The resultsdemonstrate that the general scalability of NWChem and its distributed nature have notcome at the price of rapid time to solution.10



5 ConclusionsThe performance of a fully distributed, parallel direct-SCF algorithm [6] has been charac-terized on �ve MPP computers using single-point energy calculations on seven moleculesof widely varying size and composition. As described here and elsewhere, the NWChemcode has four features particularly motivated by the desire for full data distribution andparallelism: (1) the GA library for e�cient sharing of distributed data, (2) blocking ofthe integral computation over groups of atoms, (3) fully dynamic load-balancing, and(4) a second-order convergent wavefunction optimization scheme with variable screeningtolerances.The benchmark results from the DELTA, T3D, T3E, SP1, and the KSR-2 computersshow that the larger benchmark molecules (i.e., those with basis sets of more than severalhundred functions) scale well with NWChem. However, for smaller benchmark molecules,the decreased number of tasks favor the use of fewer processors.The NWChem performance is noticeably improved with the faster TEXAS integrals,and scalability is only slightly degraded for large molecules, as shown in Figure 3. Thenearly ideal speedup of the fully-in-core calculation on the T3D demonstrate that NWChemwill fully exploit fast integral evaluation methods, and continued improvements in inte-gral computation technology are being developed. More recent versions of NWChemhave been further enhanced by incorporation of semi-direct methods using advanced I/Ocapabilities.The most important advantage of a fully distributed code is that the problem size isrestricted only by the aggregate memory of the MPP. Consider, for example, the calcu-lation on the ZSM-5 cluster using the Intel DELTA: it is not possible to hold even onelower-triangular matrix on one node. This aggregate memory is almost always larger,and certainly more cost e�ective, than the memory of even the largest shared-memorycomputers.AcknowledgmentsThis work was supported through the U.S. Department of Energy by the Mathemati-cal, Information, and Computational Science Division of the O�ce of Computational andTechnology Research; by the Chemical Sciences Division of the O�ce of Basic EnergySciences; and by the O�ce of Health and Environmental Research, which funds the Pa-ci�c Northwest Laboratory Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory Project D-384.This work was performed under contract W-31-109-Eng-38 (Argonne National Labora-tory) and under contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830 with Battelle Memorial Institute (Paci�cNorthwest National Laboratory).This research was performed in part using the Intel Touchstone Delta System operatedby Caltech on behalf of the Concurrent Supercomputing Consortium. Access to thisfacility was provided by Argonne National Laboratory.The authors gratefully acknowledge use of the Argonne Center for ComputationalScience and Technology. 11
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Figure 1: Figures of the Co-cat, Ti-cat, C10H22, and biphenyl molecules.
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Figure 2: Zeolite molecule.
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Figure 3: Time to solution (hours) versus number of processors (P) for NWChem v1.2�with McMD and TEXAS integrals packages on the SP1. TEXAS results are indicatedwith dashed lines. 16



Figure 4: Time to solution (hours) versus number of processors (P) for NWChem v1.2�with the McMD integrals package on the SP1 and T3E. T3E results are indicated withdashed lines. 17



Figure 5: Time to solution (hours) versus number of processors for NWChem v1.0� withMcMD integrals package on the SP1, T3D, and DELTA.18


